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A regular energy meter operates by showing the accumulated energy consumption in kWh,
the Limit 2/20 is different from regular energy meters by deducting the consumed energy from
the allocated energy. In essence, the Limit 2/20 is like a countdown meter.
Since the Limit 2/20 was designed for use in remote villages where literacy is uncommon, the
display does not use Arabic numerals. Instead the display is a representation of the total
energy available, at the beginning of each allocation, it shows “888888”, each “8” has 7
segments for a total of 42 segments. Each segment represents a proportion (about 2.38%) of
the total Watthours available for use. As energy is consumed, segments are removed, until no
segment is left indicating that all the allocated energy has been consumed. In this way, the
consumer has a visual indicator of their energy consumption even if they cannot read
numbers.

Meter Constant Indicator
flashes 3200 times for every kWh
Remaining WH Display
displays the remaining watthours
Reserved Indicator
used for different purposes for special meter types
Load Indicator
lit when power to the load is supplied
Terminal Cover
cover for terminal contacts with tamper seals
Meter Constant Marking
number of output pulses per kWh
Meter Specification
shows the meter specifications
Marketings

Dimensions

The Limit 2/20 can be set with various parameters for limiting the energy consumption using
the MST-08. The MST-08 is connected to the Limit 2/20 using a regular phone cable through
the phone jack inside the terminal covers.
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Note: Always make sure that shorting
screws are tight when in normal use,
shorting screws are loosened only during
testing and calibration.
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Operation

手持設定器

Set Up

The Limit 2/20 can be set with 4 parameters:

The Limit 2/20 can be set up using the MST-08 handheld setting tool available separately

1. Current date and time (DT)

from the Limit 2/20.

2. Maximum watt-hours allowable (MAX-WH)
3. Daily watt-hours allowance (DAILY-WH)
4. Daily starting time (START)

- 高管制溫

At the preset time (START) each day, the Limit 2/20 will be allocated the preset daily watthours allowance (DAILY-WH). When the Limit 2/20 has zero watt-hours left over from the
previous day, the Limit 2/20 will display “000000” on the LED display.

000000

- 低管制溫

ICR815 SERIES

- 具備12組

But when there is left over watt-hours that was unused from the previous day, the display
will instead show “888888ʼ.

888888
The extra bar in the middle segment signifies the left over watt-hours. When the left over

使用方式

設定

數字液晶

使用管理卡，可對各卡機進行費率
設定，不同空調機可使用不同費率
費率單位：每10分鐘/XX元
插入卡片

扣款單位：每分鐘扣一次
計量單位：0.1分鐘

管理方式
以加值機設定卡片可用金額及費率
用完時，回收舊卡並替換新卡

hours are consumed the display will become “000000”.

卡片可重複加值使用

When the display is showing “000000”, each segment represents one-thirty sixth (6 x 6) of

能直接互通使用

the total DAILY-WH. Each time 1/36 of the DAILY-WH is consumed one segment is
removed, starting with the left most digitʼs upper left segment and going counter-clockwise
until all segments are gone. Before one segment is removed, the remaining watt-hours will

對空調供電

卡片具備判斷機制，不同系統卡片不

供電

LB1000 規格
內含220Vac工作電源，可對ICR815供電
防弊偵測：當LB1000無法正常與卡機相

依使用時間多寡扣款

互通信時，隨即自動切斷負載電源
使用到卡片

be momentarily be shown on the display. For example, if DAILY-WH is set to 36, then the

負載電驛容量：220Vac/WA
計量介面：

餘額用完為止

figure below shows the display behavior at the moment one watt-hour is deducted.

- 標準型：卡機插卡後，開始計時

→斷電

- 負載型：乾接點與濕接點（220Vac）
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供選擇

尺寸圖
可顯示餘額

When all the DAILY-WH is consumed, then the display will become blank and the power to
the load will be cut off.
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鏍絲固定孔

150 mm

83.5mm

ICR815

If there are left over watt-hours before the START of the next day, the left over amount is
added to the DAILY-WH. The total that can be accumulated in this manner is up to the

IC card Reader

110 mm
35mm

MAX-WH that has been preset for the Limit 2/20. For example, if the DAILY-WH for each

訂貨號

ICR815

day, and the MAX-WH is 100, then after three days, the total should be 108, but only 100
is allowed.
57

LB1000

說明

儲值式IC卡機
負載控制計時
負載控乾接點
負載控濕接點

40
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LB1000

Limit220 manual-1.1e.pages

型號

ICR815
LB1000-SLB1000-DLB1000-W-
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